Reichbusters Painting tutorial
The Reich way to paint
(Just kidding, but it’ll do the job)((

Irena
Welcome to the ninth episode of my painting tutorials for
Reichbusters. For this episode, we will continue our with the next
Cargo Hold hero: Irena! While she has quite a static pose, I was
intrigued by her blue eyes, so I decided to try something new. Instead
of just painting the eyes white with black pupils, I added the blue iris
as well. It looks great (if you ask me), and I think I will do this for all
upcoming miniatures!

Artwork by Catalin Lartist

Preparation:
As always, do your research on his gear, and check out all available images and official
artwork. If you can miss is, spend some money on a good brush. I use a Raphael 8404
size 2 and size 0. For mixing the paint, I use a cheap brush. Use a different brush for
your metallic paints, because they’ll eat your brush alive (and we need our money to
buy more games, or to save up for Season 2)!

Priming:
Same recipe as episode 1: After giving the miniature a wash in soapy water, drying it
and after removing all those pesky mould lines, it’s time to prime the miniature. I used
black primer, followed with some zenithal highlighting with white primer. This will help
you to see where the natural highlights should be, and it makes all the small details pop,
so it will be easier to paint. I use Citadel’s Chaos Black and Corax White, but Army
Painter primer is also a good choice.

Basecoat:

4. For the various belts and gun holster,
I used Rhinox Hide.

1. I painted the skin with Cadian
Fleshtone. Two thin layers will give nice
and smooth coverage. For the suit, I
used AP Leather Brown with some
Citadel Rhinox Hide.

5. I painted the pouches on the chest
with Mournfang Brown with a drop of
Rhinox Hide.
2. I painted the boots with AP Matt
Black mixed with some AP Uniform
Grey.

6. For the guns, I used Vallejo metal
color air Steel.

3. I added more Uniform Grey to the mix
to paint the cape.

7. I also used this for the metal floor.

Washes:
1. I used Citadel Reikland Fleshshade
(or AP Flesh Tone) for the skin.

8. I painted the concrete floor with
Uniform Grey.
2. For the suit, I used Agrax Earthshade
(or AP Strong Tone)

This completes the basecoat!
3. For the boots, cape, guns and floor, I
used Nuln Oil (or AP Dark Tone).

This completes the washes!

Highlights:

3. For the pupils, I used the Pigma
Micron 005.

4. I started highlighting the skin by
adding some Cadian Fleshtone to the
original mix.

1. I painted the eyes with Matt White.

2. For the iris, I used AP Crystal Blue. I
only painted the left corner with this, so
she is looking at the gun.

5. I used pure Cadian Fleshtone for the
next layer, mainly for the cheeks and
nose area.

6. I added some Kislev Flesh to the
Cadian Fleshtone for the next layer.

9. I drybrushed some Vallejo metal
color air Pale Burnt Metal on the guns.

7. For the lips, I used AP Chaotic Red.

10. I used the basecoat mix for the first
highlight on the suit.

8. I painted the eyebrows with Rhinox
Hide.

11. I worked my way up to pure AP
Leather Brown.

12. I used AP Necromancer Cloak to
highlight the cape.

13. I drybrushed the concrete floor with
AP Ash grey.

14. I mixed some Mournfang brown
with Rhinox Hide to highlight the
pouches.

15. For the pouches on the chest, I used
Mournfang Brown with some XV-88.

It’s time to add the final details to
complete the miniature!

Finishing Touches:
1. I painted the rim of the base with AP
Matt Black.

2. I added some extra colour to the base
with AK Interactive Dark Rust Deposits
and Slimy Grime Dark.

3. I painted the buttons and buckles
with Vallejo metal color air Gold.

4. I also used this to paint the golden
eagle on the hat. I added some shadow
with Rhinox Hide (use the character
artwork for reference).

6. I used AK Interactive Matt Varnish to
seal the miniature.
7. For the last step, I used some Ardcoat
Gloss Varnish on the boots.

This completes the painting tutorial for Irena! See you next time!

Follow me on Instagram @ehlegast_miniaturepainting

